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ABSTRACT
' 1 A prescriptive model of problem-solving performance

lis described. The aim of the model is to specify explicitly how
problems should be described initially in, such a form as to
facilitate their subsequent solution. According to the,model, the
process of initial problem description can,be decomposed into two
successive stages. The first uses generar"domainindependent
knowledge to gen4iate'd "basic description" of a problem, the purpose
of which ,is to identify,explilpitly the information specified and
/wanted in the problem, iKintroduce useful symbolsi and to express
the Televant information in various convenient symbolic :

'representations.°This basic desceiption is then used to generate a
"theoretical description" of the problem, that is, 1, deliberate
redescriptibn of Werproblem in terms of special concepts provided by
the domain - specific knowledge base, involving the:particular entities
of interest in the problem, describing these entities ih terms of
concepts specifically provided by the knowledge base, and exploiting
the known properties of these descriptive concepts. Focusing on

-mechanics,(physics), the knowledge needed to generate theoretical
p'roblem descriptions is discussed, followed by experimental methods
for testing the prescriptive model'and saected results obtained from
such experiments. (author/JN) ';
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the American Educational Research Association in New York City, 23 March 1982.
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CtGNITIVE MECHANISMS FACILITATING HUMAN PROBLEM SOLVING IN PHYSICS:

FORMULATION AND ASSESSMENT OF'A PRESCRIPTIVE MODEL*
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BASIC GOALS AND,APPROACH

Problem solving is a centrally important activity in any science: In

order to teach such prob10 solving systematically, it is first necessary

understand how good problem solving,,performance is achieved. Such an under-. -.

standing, together with an understanding of the performance of novice stU-
.
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dents before any instruction; allows rone then to undeft systematicstematic efforts

to design explicit instructional methods for teaching problem solving.

In trying to understand cognitive mechanisms leading to good problem

solving, it'is instructive to study what expert problem solvers actually do

(Larkin & Reif, 1979; Larkin, McDermott, Simon, & Simon, 198Q; Chi,- Feltovich,
r.

and Glaser, 1981), but unwise to restrict one's focus in this waxy. 'In par-
.

.titular, experts do not necessarily always perform optimally. Furthermore,

the performance to be achieved by students as a result of:instruction can

not merely mimic expert performance.' Indeed, students must often use expli-

tit procedures to achieve performance which experts accomplish almost auto-
,

matically by recognizing patterns with which they have become familiar as a

resu't of years of experience,

*This article is-based on work partially supported by grant #SED79-20592 from

the National Science Foundation.
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Accordingly, the aim .of oUr work. has been to study effective human-per-

formance,from a more general "prescriptive" point of view which transcends

the;description Of naturalistically occurring phenomena. In particular; our

.aim has been to spetify explicitly the kinds of underlying knowledge leading

to good human problem solving performance in a realistic scientific domain,

without necessarily trying to Simulate what actual experts do. Such a pre-

criptive,point of view is clearly more genera) than a descriptive one. For

.16

example, although a prescriptive theoretical madel of .good performance may

be 'Partly suggested by naturalistic obsei'Vations of expert behavior, it may

'-'

. : A 4

I
.

al so be sunes- tet a', by p t r ely theoretical ,taskpals_ Corr esp bndilgV, the

, .. , .

, e -_,

eri:Mrion,of-val401tAl0f,a.prdiscripiiie model. is S'nlely,
. ,

1

, , 0

that. q",1 ead to piediciably. effectiVe,perfOrrnanCe whet'impleme'nt'ed b'y a human
, A '4

,
.

; .
.

.

.4,
; ' *suiqjecf,', even if it'doe's ndt simulate cThsely what actual Txpe?tS do.

.

' ', -8 ./ . . .

Ananalogy might help to.clarify the distinction between 4 more general
, r -.

t . ,
q.

. .

,

i

prescriptive point,ofq,View and a zi4scriptive, one. A hypothetical cognitive

scientist, workingin the year 100 AD..to formulate amodel of good p.erfor-
:

manCe iiatithmetical problem solving, might have suggestetthe use of.the

modernylace-value. representatioWof numbers. The.resiiting model would haVe

1.1edtd good arithmetical ip'trformance On the Other hand, it would have been.

a very poor descriptive moderof-the 6erfpimandeof experts, 311 of whom used

t ,
d

Romaniluwalsat thAt time.

.

A prescriptive Approach is, more general than a naturalistic one because

it allows greater room for human invention an experimental manipulatton. It

r

can also be very useful for identifying essential knowledge required for good

performance and can thereby help toexplicate expert,.knowledge which is often

largely tacit. From an applied point of view,:a.prescriptive approach is

A
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also centrally important for instruction and for attempts to improve human

performance.

.In itying'to specify explicitly the kinds of knowledge leading to good

performance in .kscienti6c domain, we have focused our attention on good
ti

problem solving,performance in basic 'college -level physics, specifically in

the field of mechanics.' Such sdiebtific problem solving is realistically.
.

complex., yet sufficiently Simple to be amenable to systematic investigation.

Furthermore we have presupposed that thehuman subject,Who engage in such'
broblem-solVing tasks4, posseSs well-deVeloped human capabilifjes-,such

k '

, . -, \.'
,

knowledge of English, a knowledge of simple algebra, and, a _knowledge% qf
.

,-. -
,

.
1

(

...basic phyilcs principle. . On theother-hand,ae do riot aSsuMe,that such

P, * -r
... ..

human-subjects possess more sophisticated or strategic forms of knowledge
. 0

,
. .

-.

i
required for problem itIolving. Indeed`, our.main aim is-precisely to'specify

I

explicitly such strategic procedu'res and forms of knowledge organization
. .

leading.to-goOd problem' solving performance.

$.. '

INITIAL PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

Our prescriptive model (Reif & Heller, 1981), which,aims to'.specify

these more' sophisticated forms.ofknowlege leading/to gdod problem salving,

involves knowledge of different levels of generality, i.e., domain-specific

knowledge (e.g., specific knowledge about mechanqs) embedded'in More general
( A ,

domain-independent knowledge. Theidamain-independent knoWledge includes

general problem-solving procedures subdiViding the problem-sol-virig process

, .
,

Pito successive stages. These stages include (a) the generation of an
. ' ..

initial problem description designed to facilitate subsequent bonstrliction

of the problem sol.ution; (b) the actual construct-Con of soltition, in-

cluding procedures for-making judicious decisions facilitating search; and (c)
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- the subsequent assessment and improvement of the solution. The preceding

'general procedures are to Be used in'conjqnction with A "knowledge base" con-
,

taining specific knowledge about the particula domain (If interest. This

knowledge base should have general characteristicS:which facilitate the

implementition of the g'eneral pro pebtedures, erg.,' it should

. .

contain certain kinds of knowledge and be organized in certain ways, 'Such-

-

importarit)characteristics c?f the knowledge base must also be specified by a

prescriptive model of goad performance.

The description ofa'Problem is of central importance since the solution

f a problem.can be iileffierifed only if it'ha been formulated in an appro.

priate representation. Indeed, the initial description of a problem can

'crucially determine n61,4 a. problem can subsequently be solved, or

whether it Can be solved at all. Actua) observations of experts provide,

however, vz6thert little directinformation about the description process,\

since experts tend to describe problems rapidly and seemingly automatically

on thebasisof large amounts-of tacit:knowledge.

Our prescriptive model of good problem-solving performance aims to

specify explicitly how.problems. should be des&ibed initially in such a form.

as to facilitate their subsequent.solution. According to this model, the .

.process of initial problem description can be-decomposed into two successive

stages. The firsi of these uses'general domain-independent knowledge'to.

.

generate-a "basicedescription" of a problem. The purpose of such abasic

.: description:is merely to identify explicitly the information specified and ,
,

wanted in the,problem,. to'introduce useful symbols,°.and to express the rele-

,vadt information in various 'convenient symbolic representations

torial as well, as verbal forms).

1
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This basic descriptipp is then used generate a "theoretical descrp-
,

tion" of the problem, i.e.,,a,deliberate redescription of the problem in .'

- terms of special concepts provided-by t e'domain-specjfic knowledge base. 'In

particUlai-, the generation of such.a thgbritiCal problemdescrfetion involves

identifyingthe pdrticular entitites 'of interest in the describing,

.these entitites in termS.of concepts specifically provided by the knowledge

base; and exploiting the knbwn properties of these descriptive concepts.

Such a deliberate redescription of a problerCinlerliii of the concepts:pro-

vided by the knowledge base greatly facilitates the subsequent search for a
J

solution since all principles in the knowledge base are expressed in terms

0i...these particular concepts'and become then Beadily accessible.
. . J

The preceding comments imply that.a well-structured knowledge base about

A

/ _. .

any. domaitl-should have charicteristies which facilftate,'-the useful descrip-

-.

tion of any situation within this domain. In particular, an effective know=

ledge base should specify the particular entities of interest in the speci-

.

figg domain; the concepts most useful for describing these entities; and the
. .

properties of thee concepts. Furthermore, the knowledge base should contain

expltit guidelines specifying 'procedures for using the preceding knowledge

to .describe any.situatior within the specified domain.

Because of liMitations'of_time'and space,.the.present paper focuses

attention primarily=on explicit procedures for generating effective theoret-

ical problem descriptioris. Needless to s y, this is only a small, but 6por-
e

f.ant, part of our more - encompassing model1Qf good pOoblev-solving.performance,

Restricting our attention to the particular domain of mech.;nics, we shall

first specify, frdeaprescriiiiiye Opnt Of view, the knowledge needed to'

generate good theoxetical problem descriptions in this domain. Tben we shall

id

4,

4.
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A
.discuss experimental- merhod.stfeir'tes'ting such a theoretical model and some

Qf the-PeSuffs'ebtained by'such experiments. I',
i

. r . .-

. . . .

-..

. ,., :
'-'. 1. .t.

3 THEORETICAL PROBLEM DESCRIAIONIN MECHANICS

The preceding general remarks aboutItheoretical problem.description can

'4

,

now beexemplified in the panticular science of mechanics by identifying the

o",
particulhr entities of interest in this domain, the'special concepts used to

describe these entities, and the particular properties of these concepts." '
. .

The knowledge base of mechanits4specifies that the entities of interest

'in this domain are particles hid SystemS consisting of several particles,

(e.g., stringg, rigid bodies,...). As indidated in. Figure 1,.the knowledge'

base introduces two different daises of special concepts to dessribe suth

particles, namely "intrinsic descriptors" and "interaction descriptors". 'The

intrinsic descripprs describe individual particles. Some Of these descrip-
., .

tors (such as "mass") merely characterize any particle; the others are

IL 4

-"dlotion'deschiptorsfl (such as 'position", "velocity", "acceleration ") which

are used to describe the motion df any particle. By contrast, the inter-

action descriptOrs do not describe individual particles, but the interaction

between such particles. For example, the -'fo'rce" exerted on a particle by

some other particle ifs one such interaction descriptor, "potential energy" is

another one, .

Insert Figure 1 about here

The knowledge base for mechanics specifies important properties of the

,preceding descriptors. 'In particulai-, "interaction laws" specify how the

4
0 .

interaction descriptors area to the intrinsic, descriptors of thek

interacting particles (e.g., how the force On one par'ticle by another ise

7.

,

a
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KNOWLEDGE BASE FOR MECHANICS

ENTITIES; particles and systems thereof

INTRINSIC DESCRIPTORS

chizipieteristics motion

mass pasition
velocity
acceleration

.3

INTERACTION DESCRIPTORS

force, potential energy,...

INTERACTION LAWS

long -range short-range

- MOTION PRINCIPLES

'figure 1

8
O
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related to the characteristic's of the' particles and to their relative posi-,

ti

tions) Such interaction laws are specified,for vanious kinds of interac-

tions encountered ia.nature, but can be classified into the folloWing two

types of interactions: Some of these interactions are "long-range" because

..they are appreciable even if the'interaaing particles are separated by an

appreciable distance., (The prime example is the gravitative] interaction

of a.partic)e with the earth.) The other interactions are "short-range ,;)

because they are only appreciable when the interacting particles are so close
0

that they "touch" eachother. (Examples are the interactioncof a particle

in contact with a string or with the surface of asolid object.)
.

Lastly, the, knowledge base for mechanics specifies important "motion

4
principles" which specify how the motion descriptors of,particles change with

time as a result of the interaction between particles (e.g., how the accel-
.

eration of a particle depends on the force on this partiCle by other parti-
.

des). These k)ti prindpies provide the science of mechanics with its

great predictive power,.
,4

.

The preceding factual knowledge in the knowledge basejor mechanics can

accompanied by explicifrOles specifiing, how this knowledge iS to be-used

for-generating an explicit theoretical descriptionof any problem-in mechan`

ics. The main steps of this descriptiod procedure a're the following:

cly Identify, the part icles of interest at ea ch time of interest.
.

(2) Describe the motion of each such particle by drawing a diagram

indiceting all available knowledge aboUt the Position,, velocity, and accel-
,

eration of this particle.
. 1/4

-,
,._

(3) Describe the
-
interaction of this particle by drawing a diagram indi-

..,

cating aIl'forOds on this particle. Do this as follows -: (a) Identify all
. A

objects interaCting with the given particle by long-range forces. (Ordinarily
_

,

z
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this is just the earth interacting with the given particle by gravitational
. .

--
forces.). Indicate'the corresponding forces and their properties,- as

specified -byspe.-by the interaction laws for long-range forces. -(b) Identify all
4. . -.

. 0

objects which touch the given particle. For each such touching obiect indi-
t . .

s

_
cate the correspondilig,short-range forces and.theiT: Oroperties,'as specified

bj, the interaction laws for :short-range forces.

(4) Check that,the.de4riptiOn of motion-and of forces is qualitatively

'Llnsiste nt with known'motion'principles (e.g.,.that the' acceleration of the,
.

particle has the same directioh as'the total force on-it).
.- .

s .

The .preceding procedure, based on the knowledge base of mechanics, eOn-

stitute -s a prescriptiye model of howo.describe effectively any problem in
.

.

mechanic. One would predict thatthe implementation'of this description
.

_

procedu're by 'a hyMan subject should jead,to tholloWing'important cOnse-

, - .

qudnces:

. .

(1) Itshouid lead to a very explicit initial description of any mechan-

ics problem. in terms of thdispecfai concepts of 'mechanics. In particular,
/ L A

t.

thi s dtsdription should be appreciably more eplicit than that apparent from

'k.3-,
e

-observation experts or than that, presented4in textbooks.
//

(2) The desdription procedure should help, 'students avoid many common

) .

errors. For example, it should help avoid the comon mistakes of omitting -

certain fo&es orof enumqrating non-existent forces:

(3) The description procedure should sometimes, lead to
, .

lations of problems. (For example:a question asking "when

slack`'' is automatically transformed into
.

a-questioI asking when the force

by the string becOmes zA.O", a qbestion Which. is much more easily interpreted,

-1

easier reformu,

a string t;ecomies

and answered.)

-

.
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4) The explici.t problem description generated by.this procedure. should

appreciably facilitate the,subsequent solution of,mechailiCsprohrems. In-
.

T

deed, the )nittal problem description can be the majordifficulty in Otrtain
1

$ .-. .,
..

problemS and: imonce plemented, can-4ke thei r subsequent solution
.
fairly.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS FOR TESTING A PRESCRIPTIVE MODEL

1.

In the preceding sections we have Outlined a prescriPtivp model whereby

.
. a.human subjeceRhouldi4eliatily be able to generate useful ,initial problem'0/

0

desCisptions.4. As mentioned.previously, the ultimate criterion of. validity

. N
of,such a model iso4not whether, it simulates closely what actual xperts'do,

but,,whether it leads to.predictdbly:good,pirforma nce. Accordingly, the.,
o

basic paradigm foKtestin the validity qf such a prescriptive modeil is the
..' 4,

,

% followipg: Induce a human 'subject to aft in accordance with the prescriptive
,

. . , . .. . .

- A
'

11*

model and observe whether the- resulting per formange has the editted and
4

. ,

desired charCteristics. ,N
.

' a ...

.

, A particular way of implementing this general paradigm is in'experiments
, . .

1 < . ' ,:
.

"tin which, a human. :Npject is Aduced to act under "external control". This
'-; : ^

experimental proceduremay be clarified by a familiar analogy, the situation

. -..11 .
t--

where a pilot lands his plane in bad-weather while following directions from

an air-traffic conteoler on the ground. Under these conditions, a human

:information processor (the pilot) makes. extensive use of his. sophisticated

,:knowledge, but*relegates higher-level control of this knowledge to external .

o

dtrections. This situation can be viewed as an exPeriment with the following

interesting characteristics: 1) It allows a separation of high-level .con-
,

. .

trol knowledge from lower-level implementation knowledge. For example, if.
the plane were to crash, the information retrievable from the taped
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.
'conversations between pilot and ground control would allow one to distinguish

. . . $ , . ..
,whether the'crash occurred:as a result of sound controj diirectionsmproperly

-

executed by the pilot, or whether it occurred as a i.e-Sult of faulty. control.

directions. By contrast, if a pilot crashed hid plane while -fying entirely
; ,

,under his own' contr;o1, and could not.distingy,ish whether the fault was in the

pilot's higher-level .control, knowledge or lower-level implkmentation knov4
-

, ledge. (2) A set 9f : con tro 1 directions specifying how to land a plane can

.
be viewed as a cognitive theory specifying how a Hiiman subject, with sophis-

.,. . ....

.... ticated human capabilities; capland a plane.. In other words, such control. ..-
-

,,,

,directions would -constitute a good theory of plant landing if, aik.only if,
. - the correct eec9tion.of these directions leads to reliably effective landing

\ .. 1.

J. '

of Aanes. (3),SucW.0 milidated:theorY of_plane landing could ultimately be
.

. , , .,-,

used as the basis of a theory

1

'of

:instrucfi-on

for landing Such
,

an
, . \f ,

, - ., . , 4
i'nstructiona'l theory would' tided t teach Oman subjects to internalize,, and

. ® , q . t
0

carry du inbependently,:the-conirol '.directionswhich had previouslybeen
1

'

. . I. . N i '.. _ .

externac". _ , - . .
. , 1. -.. ""c, .

:. .. , .. Let us now turn from OUT; analog o.externaY-cofitrol experiments, de- ..t.)

4 \ .., , I

sign.eii to-itest Other .firescriptive models of: human performance, el g . , model s
7

_ .., .;
of effectitepro6lem-desCriptiori.,,To..darry out-,sucti experiments, one needs
. , :., first to design a program consisting of step-by-step directions, and. asso-

ciated
.e

knowledge,' whereby a human stilbject,cAn be guided to act in accordAnce
. I

. ...
, with a specifiedmo el Of plrformance. For example, such a program might

, , - N ,

. a

guifKa human silbje t.to -exe,cute .the 'explicit description prdcedure dis-.
, .

. ,ci . .

cussed earlier. Su h a program should be probl(em-independeq.,',..i..e., equally
,- *,-\

applicable to any p oblem i,ri the speCffied domain. Fethermore, one must.
, , ..,

,make sure that the directions in such a program are properly matched-to theme,-.. . , ..-,., .
. . r

characteristics any pre-...existing knowledge of the human subjects for whord-thd,
,;)-' , , ,

,
9

-.
4

As.
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program is desioned. In particular, the individual directions specified,by

the program must be reliably interpretable and executable by the human sub-

ject. They must also be formulated at an appropriate level of detail, i.e.,

detailed enough to provi1e adequate gutdance but not so excessively detailed

as to be burdensome) or dtstracting to the subject.

In the actual experimental procedure,an individual human subject is

then asked to carry out specified tasks (e:g., the descriptionand subsequent

solutibn of various problems) by executing successively verbally stated

directions according'to a program specified by the modeT.. 44,lhile so doing,

the subject is asked to talk out loud about his or her.thought processes and

the whole session is tape-recorded. Detailed data can thus be gathered about

the subject's written output and verbalized thought processes while respond-

ing to the external control directions.

Such detailed observations allow one to obtain the following kinds of

information to test the proposed model'of performance:

(1) Qne can 'ascertain whether thproposed model of good performance is,

im fact, sufficient to lead to good performanCe. This scan be done by, leter-

mining whether subjectsworkipg under'exterhdl. control in accordance with

the.model, do indeed achieve good performance. (Note that such experiments'
-

do not imply'that the proposed model is unique since other model s might also

be suffitient; or 'even superior, in producing good performance.)

'
(2) One can verify that the prerequisite basic knowledge, which the

model presupposes of human subjects, is by itself not sufficient to produce

4

good performance. This can be done by letting subjects, with such knowledge,

Work without external guidance of the model and observing that the resulting

performance is pobr.

1 3
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(3) One can ascertain whether selected features of the proposed model

are, in fact, necessary to achieve good performance. This can be done by

comparative experiment& where human subjects work under Wernal control of

a modified model which lacks selekted features of the proposed model of good

performance, The predicted performance deficiencies should then occur.

, (4) Finall;y, one can test. whether the proposed model of good performance,

when implemented, leads tespecific predicted features.in the resulting per-
_

formance. For example, one can ascertain whether, and how, the occurrence

of specific errors is prevented when'human subjects act A accordance with

o

the model.'

It should be emphasized that the aim,of such external-control experiments

is to ascertain the merits of a proposePmodel of gbOd performance, but'not

to teach. Subjects may, of ;course, led.n incidentally while working under

conditions of external corit'rol.' However, such liorning need not occur

because external control -directions 'do not become internalized. A subject,

performing very well while working under external control, might thus revert

to poor performance when external4 control knowledge is subsequently removed.

The following paper, by Heller and Reif, discusses n much greater detail

the implementation and results of such external-control experiments designed

toptest a model for generating effective initial problem descriptions.

01
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